January 26, 2010
Jeffrey Flowers
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)
123 NW Flanders
Portland, OR 97209
RE: 2010-13 State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP)
Dear Mr. Flowers:
I have reviewed the draft 2010-13 STIP and submit the following comments in
opposition to projects #13716, #15052 and #13717 in the Laurel Hill area of
Highway 26, near Government Camp (shown on the map that follows on the next
page). These projects should be delayed because:
•

the combined cost of more than $27 million makes the projects a very
expensive alternative at a time of state revenue shortfalls, when other
sections of the corridor are in need of improvements and when much less
costly solutions have not been reasonably explored

•

newly designated wilderness areas (created in 2009) abut both sides of the
corridor, and were not considered when these projects were first included in
the 2008-11 STIP. The potential for added haze, noise and storm water
impacts that the proposed widening projects could have on these federally
protected areas should be fully evaluated before these projects are funded

•

the visual impacts the projects would bring to the historic Laurel Hill area are
irreversible and should be avoided, since other means for improving safety
are available and have been offered to ODOT in its own studies

The fundamental problem with these projects, and other “widening for safety”
projects built in the corridor over the past decade, is the lack of a guiding corridor
plan for the Mount Hood Highway. Instead, these projects are allowing the roadway
to be incrementally converted into much larger facility through piecemeal capacity
increases under the guise of “safety”. There has been no public dialogue on
whether this profound change is the right direction for the larger corridor.

All three of the projects in question were included in the previous STIP, and are
currently programmed for construction in 2010 and 2011. Two are described as
safety projects (#13716 and #15052) and the third is a described as an operations
project (#13717), though it seems to be driven by the road widening represented
in project #15052. I have interpreted the location of these projects from the STIP
descriptions in the following map:

This map also includes the STIP project descriptions, costs and milepost locations
downloaded from ODOT, for reference. This compilation of ODOT information is the
basis of the comments that follow.
Widening For Safety?
The concept of “widening for safety” that has led to a number of capacity projects
in the Mount Hood Corridor over the past several years is an outmoded approach,
at best, and a backdoor strategy for modernization projects, at worst. This
approach is the most costly, environmentally disruptive option available, and a
questionable solution for the safety problems that exist in the corridor. Instead of
funding more of these projects, I recommend that ODOT work with Clackamas
County, the U.S. Forest Service and other stakeholders to develop a comprehensive
safety action plan for the corridor that provides a menu and sequence of
management strategies for addressing safety without the cost and impact of the
proposed widening projects.
A good starting point for such a plan would be the 2009 Road Safety Audit
conducted for this exact section of highway by Kittleson & Associates for ODOT. The
audit suggestions include a number of modest system management tools that have
not been employed in the corridor, and should be seriously considered. These
include improve signage and localized sight distance improvements on blind
corners. Notably, the safety audit does not suggest an additional lane in the Laurel
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Hill section where project #15052 is proposed, and instead proposes much less
costly, disruptive solutions.
The 2009 Kittleson safety audit also points to snow and ice as the main contributors
to safety issues in this section of highway, suggesting that system management
strategies would be a highly appropriate solution, since even on Mount Hood, snow
and ice are intermittent conditions that can be managed effectively though speed
controls, enforcement and traveler information.
More than half of the crashes in the Kittleson safety audit occurred during the
three-month period of December-February, and more than half of all crashes
occurred on the weekend. These findings underscore the obvious point that the bulk
of traffic in this corridor during snow and ice season is generated from three local
ski resorts, and thus the opportunity for providing traveler information in
conjunction with speed or enforcement strategies is an especially straightforward
option. An even better solution would be a meaningful TDM program to give skiers
an alternative to driving the entire route to the resorts, especially during hazardous
weather conditions.
The Kittleson audit also suggests reducing the posted speed in the Government
Camp segment of Highway 26 to 45 mph, raising the question of whether it makes
sense to simply extend the existing 45 mph zone (and safety corridor designations)
through the length of the project area, from the current terminus at Rhododendron
to Government Camp, terminating at Timberline Road.
Enforcing this expanded 45 mph limit would result in skiers spending only an
additional 90 seconds traveling the nine-mile section of Highway 26 from
Government Camp to Rhododendron, compared to the current posted speed of 55
mph. This would seem a reasonable trade-off in the name of safety, especially
compared to the costs and environmental impact of building downhill passing lanes
on this mountainous section of highway.
New Wilderness Areas Not Considered
In 2009, wilderness areas around Mount Hood were significantly expanded, and the
new boundaries now draw close to Highway 26 along the Laurel Hill grade, where
the “safety” widening is proposed. The map on the following page shows the
proximity of the new wilderness areas to the proposed highway widening projects in
the Laurel Hill area.
The potential visual, noise, haze and storm water impacts of the proposed highway
expansion on these areas were not considered when the projects were first included
in the STIP in 2008, and the proposed widening projects in the area should be put
on hold for this reason, alone. Highway noise already dominates the Tom Dick and
Harry Mountain trail (No. 664 on the map, below), but now this popular hiking
route is inside the new wilderness, raising the bar for ODOT in how it manages
highway impacts. For example, more than a mile to the south and 1,500 feet above
the Laurel Hill Grade, highway noise already meters at urban levels when trucks are
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climbing the grade, as measured in July 2009. Therefore, before more capacity is
added to this section of the Mount Hood Highway, ODOT should also have a
mitigation plan in place that identifies impacted wilderness lands, establishes
performance measures for how much additional noise is acceptable, as well as
other environmental impacts resulting from road expansion.

Given the proximity to wilderness recreation trails, ODOT should also have a plan to
ensure long-term access to roadside trailheads that serve as the primary access
points into these wilderness areas before embarking on road widening or prohibiting
parking where historic trailheads exist. Current efforts to close access to the Mirror
Lake Trail in winter, for example, are headed in the opposite direction. Instead,
ODOT should be looking for highway management and trailhead design strategies
that embrace trail access for the travel public, not prevent it.
The most significant change resulting from the new wilderness is the added
protection for Camp Creek, which now defines a wilderness boundary. Camp Creek
should be a pristine mountain stream, but instead carries a surprising amount of
trash, tires and sediments from the Mount Hood Highway. A plan for managing
existing storm water runoff and other road debris from entering this stream should
be in place before more capacity is added to the highway, since storm drainage
improvements are already needed to protect the stream from highway impacts.
Road widening would likely worsen these existing impacts on water quality.
Camp Creek has also been designated a spawning stream by the Oregon DEQ and
Environmental Protection Agency from October through June of the water year, so
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addressing water quality impacts in its current operations of the highway is an
essential step for ODOT, even if proposed widening plans are dropped.
Community Impacts and an Alternate Vision
Delaying the current road-widening proposals and taking a less costly approach to
improving safety would also allow ODOT to more fully evaluate the effects that an
ever-wider Highway 26 is having on the surrounding communities. The communities
along the highway continue to struggle with the crush of ski traffic on weekends,
and the highway is increasingly formidable for local residents to use.
In the long term, the solution to balancing highway travel needs with protection of
natural resources and promoting the health of local communities along the Mount
Hood Highway requires a long-range plan that can better guide ODOT decisions.
Such a plan could establish an alternative vision for the Mount Hood Highway that
truly stands the test of time, where the highway, itself, becomes a physical asset
treasured by those who live and recreate on the mountain. Using the practice of
context sensitive design, this should be the core principle of the new vision.
The very complexities and competing demands of the Mount Hood corridor make it
a perfect pilot for such a planning effort, and one that would help forge a new
framework for managing the highway in a way that could be a model for other rural
corridors in Oregon. ODOT is also showing new awareness of the way in which
transportation projects affect their surroundings, as evidenced by in recent bridge
projects in the Columbia Gorge and in Government Camp, where context sensitive
designs have created real assets to the community that also meet ODOT
operational goals. A broader plan for the Mount Hood Corridor could build on these
successes.
My request is for the Commission to postpone funding of the current slate of
projects described in this letter, and take the needed time to develop a better plan,
beginning with funding for a corridor planning effort. This work would engage public
agencies and the many interested citizens who use this highway in setting a new
direction for how it will be managed in the future.
Thank you for considering these comments.
Sincerely,

Tom Kloster
Mount Hood National Park Campaign
P. O. Box 83941
Portland, Oregon 97283
tom@mounthoodnationalpark.org
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